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We investigate a model of hard-core bosons with infinitely repulsive nearest- and next-nearest-
neighbor interactions in one dimension, introduced by Fendley, Sengupta and Sachdev in Phys. Rev.
B 69, 075106 (2004). Using a combination of exact diagonalization, tensor network, and quantum
Monte Carlo simulations, we show how an intermediate incommensurate phase separates a crystal-
line and a disordered phase. We base our analysis on a variety of diagnostics, including entanglement
measures, fidelity susceptibility, correlation functions, and spectral properties. According to the-
oretical expectations, the disordered-to-incommensurate-phase transition point is compatible with
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless universal behavior. The second transition is instead non-relativistic,
with dynamical critical exponent z > 1. For the sake of comparison, we illustrate how some of the
techniques applied here work at the Potts critical point present in the phase diagram of the model
for finite next-nearest-neighbor repulsion. This latter application also allows us to quantitatively es-
timate which system sizes are needed to match the conformal field theory spectra with experiments
performing level spectroscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed considerable experimental
progress aimed at realizing and manipulating atomic
physics systems with long-range interactions1,2. Ex-
amples of this span a variety of platforms, including
trapped ions3, cold polar molecules4, and atomic gases
of strongly dipolar atoms such as Cr, Dy, and Er1.
Strong nonlocal interactions can also be induced on neut-
ral atoms by coupling their atomic ground states to Ry-
dberg states5–9. The large dipole moments displayed by
the latter allow the engineering of large dipolar and van
der Waals interactions10–15, which offer the possibility of
performing quantum simulation of long-range, strongly
interacting systems16.

These new avenues of experimental realization have
caused renewed interest in many theoretical models
which, besides displaying remarkable physical phenom-
ena, might be realized within present experimental set-
tings. In this work, we will focus on one such model, first
introduced in Ref. 17 by Fendley, Sengupta, and Sachdev
(FSS). The model describes an array of one-dimensional
strongly interacting hard-core bosons in the presence of
occupation constraints on nearest-neighbor (NN), and
with additional interactions on next-to-nearest-neighbor
(NNN), sites. Initially discussed due to its connections
with integrable models, its successful implementation in
Rydberg atom arrays11,18 has driven further theoretical
investigation19–23.

The phase diagram of the FSS model displays a vari-
ety of phases and phase transitions which still needs to
be fully understood (see Fig. 1). In particular, there are

two ordered phases with Z2 and Z3 order17 and a dis-
ordered phase in which long-range correlations can be
incommensurate with the lattice spacing21. The trans-
ition separating the period-two ordered phase from the
disordered one is well understood: one switches from first
to second order at a tricritical point, the second-order line
belonging to the Ising model universality class24. The
phase diagram hosts an integrable line, which crosses the
boundary between the Z3–ordered and disordered phases
at a critical point belonging to the Potts universality
class24,25. Below it, the phase transition is still continu-
ous, but Lorentz invariance is broken at low energy by
an irrelevant chiral perturbation which changes the crit-
ical exponents21,26. Eventually, a gapless phase opens on
the line and the order-disorder transition becomes a Lut-
tinger liquid phase24,27 with incommensurate long-range
correlations17,21.

Above the Potts critical point the situation is more
controversial, and so far several scenarios have been pro-
posed. The chiral perturbation i) might become relev-
ant, making the transition first order; ii) it might lead
to the same effect as below the Potts point, thus leav-
ing the transition continuous; or iii) it might stabilize an
intervening gapless phase between the ordered and dis-
ordered phase. In principle, the transition may remain in
the Potts universality class; however, this scenario is un-
likely as it would require fine-tuning. Recently, numerical
evidence has been provided both in favor of a continuous
phase transition surviving on the whole line20 and in fa-
vor of a gapless phase opening at a point above the Potts
one21, while simulations on small system sizes are com-
patible with Potts universality extending up to infinite
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NNN repulsion19.
The aim of this paper is to clarify the nature of the

Z3-order-to-disorder transition above the integrable line.
We focus on the regime of infinite NNN repulsion, which
we refer to as the doubly blockaded regime, in analogy
with the more common NN blockade. The reason for
this choice is threefold: it being the farthest regime from
the Potts critical point, it may allow for a comparatively
larger incommensurate phase (if any) thanks to the fact
that the role of perturbations moving away from the ex-
actly solvable line (see Fig. 1) is typically larger; it is of
easy experimental access; it is amenable to exact simu-
lations up to comparatively larger sizes with respect to
the rest of the phase diagram.

We show that the melting of the ordered phase, at the
boundary of the phase diagram, takes place via an in-
termediate gapless phase. This critical phase is enclosed
between two continuous phase transitions. From the dis-
ordered side, the transition is of the BKT type, while
from the ordered side the universality class is not cap-
tured by conformal field theory (CFT).

We compute many of the critical exponents of these
transitions with different methods. As we discuss be-
low, our findings are only able to provide a lower bound
for the size of the incommensurate (IC) phase, due to
the presence of anomalously large finite-size effects; small
sizes systematically reduce the size of the IC phase. In
parallel, we test some of the methods employed on the
exactly located Potts critical point; this helps us to em-
phasize differences and similarities between the two melt-
ing phase transitions. We also give a full characteriz-
ation of the Potts critical point by computing its crit-
ical exponents, and by matching the low-lying energy
spectrum on the lattice with the universal predictions
provided by conformal field theory. This characteriza-
tion provides a quantitative and unambiguous testbed to
verify Potts quantum criticality in experiments based on
spectroscopic probes.

We employ various methods to tackle the problem
numerically, focusing on periodic geometries in order
to avoid boundary effects, which are particularly detri-
mental for constrained models in the vicinity of ordered
phases. We exploit at best the small quantum dimen-
sion of the Hilbert space to compute the ground state
and the lowest excited states exactly up to 54 sites.
We perform studies of up to 120 sites via quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC), using an imaginary-time path in-
tegral method sharing many similarities with the worm
algorithm28, adapted to simulate Hamiltonians with off-
diagonal terms such as those of the FSS model and with
updates designed to automatically respect its occupation
constraints. We use the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) algorithm29 to compute the ground state
of periodic chains up to 108 sites. In this case, we im-
plement the constraint by giving a large penalty to the
states which are not allowed in the Hilbert space. We
also present results for the experimentally realized open
chain scenario by simulating open chains up to 718 sites
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Integrable
<latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit>

Integrable<latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit>

Integrable

<latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit>

M3
<latexit sha1_base64="tI0sR1d/ZsbY+8GRkiSADGfl1uA=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+al26CRbBVZnRha6k4MaNUME+oB1KJs20oZlkTDKFMhT8APciuFDErR/jzr8x03ahrQcCh3Pu5Z6cIOZMG9f9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecb/U0DJRhNaJ5FK1AqwpZ4LWDTOctmJFcRRw2gyGV5nfHFGlmRR3ZhxTP8J9wUJGsLGS34mwGRDM05tJ96xbLLsVdwq0TLw5KVdLz48PAFDrFr86PUmSiApDONa67bmx8VOsDCOcTgqdRNMYkyHu07alAkdU++k09AQdW6WHQqnsEwZN1d8bKY60HkeBncxC6kUvE//z2okJL/yUiTgxVJDZoTDhyEiUNYB6TFFi+NgSTBSzWREZYIWJsT0VbAne4peXSeO04ll+a9u4hBnycAhHcAIenEMVrqEGdSBwD0/wCm/OyHlx3p2P2WjOme8cwB84nz9Xv5P4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nsDcfLRSbbcO4y6Npgcft2NIPOM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZUZu9CVFNy4ESrYB7RDyaSZNjSTGZNMoQz1C9yL4EIRt36MO//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tyvIgzpW3728qsrW9sbmW3c/md3b39wkGxqcJYEtogIQ9l28OKciZoQzPNaTuSFAcepy1vdJX6rTGVioXiTk8i6gZ4IJjPCNZGcrsB1kOCeXIz7VV7hZJdsWdAq8RZkFKt+Pz4UD7J13uFr24/JHFAhSYcK9Vx7Ei7CZaaEU6nuW6saITJCA9ox1CBA6rcZBZ6ik6N0kd+KM0TGs3U3xsJDpSaBJ6ZTEOqZS8V//M6sfYv3ISJKNZUkPkhP+ZIhyhtAPWZpETziSGYSGayIjLEEhNtesqZEpzlL6+S5lnFMfzWtHEJc2ThCI6hDA6cQw2uoQ4NIHAPT/AKb9bYerHerY/5aMZa7BzCH1ifP8lmlE0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nsDcfLRSbbcO4y6Npgcft2NIPOM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZUZu9CVFNy4ESrYB7RDyaSZNjSTGZNMoQz1C9yL4EIRt36MO//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tyvIgzpW3728qsrW9sbmW3c/md3b39wkGxqcJYEtogIQ9l28OKciZoQzPNaTuSFAcepy1vdJX6rTGVioXiTk8i6gZ4IJjPCNZGcrsB1kOCeXIz7VV7hZJdsWdAq8RZkFKt+Pz4UD7J13uFr24/JHFAhSYcK9Vx7Ei7CZaaEU6nuW6saITJCA9ox1CBA6rcZBZ6ik6N0kd+KM0TGs3U3xsJDpSaBJ6ZTEOqZS8V//M6sfYv3ISJKNZUkPkhP+ZIhyhtAPWZpETziSGYSGayIjLEEhNtesqZEpzlL6+S5lnFMfzWtHEJc2ThCI6hDA6cQw2uoQ4NIHAPT/AKb9bYerHerY/5aMZa7BzCH1ifP8lmlE0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bwW1JDCduRyOPM5mzVf7V0j2Wc=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtaaCUBGxshgnlAsoTZyU0yZHZ2nZkNhCXfYWOhiK0fY+ffOJtsoYkHBg7n3Ms9c4JYcG1c99sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo6aOEsWwwSIRqXZANQousWG4EdiOFdIwENgKxreZ35qg0jySj2Yaox/SoeQDzqixkt8NqRkxKtL7We+yV664VXcOskq8nFQgR71X/ur2I5aEKA0TVOuO58bGT6kynAmclbqJxpiyMR1ix1JJQ9R+Og89I2dW6ZNBpOyThszV3xspDbWehoGdzELqZS8T//M6iRlc+ymXcWJQssWhQSKIiUjWAOlzhcyIqSWUKW6zEjaiijJjeyrZErzlL6+S5kXVs/zBrdRu8jqKcAKncA4eXEEN7qAODWDwBM/wCm/OxHlx3p2PxWjByXeO4Q+czx+wtpIB</latexit>

M1
<latexit sha1_base64="cXYM7xnUCiK4+7WhxyJC/lTtbug=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+al26CRbBVZkZS1s3UnDjRqhgH9AOJZNm2tDMwyRTKEPBD3AvggtF3Pox7vwbM62Cih4IHM65l3ty3IgzqUzz3cgsLa+srmXXcxubW9s7+d1CS4axILRJQh6Kjosl5SygTcUUp51IUOy7nLbd8VnqtydUSBYGV2oaUcfHw4B5jGClJafnYzUimCcXs77VzxfN0kmtYpcryCyZZtWyrZTY1fJxGVlaSVGsF+5vbwCg0c+/9QYhiX0aKMKxlF3LjJSTYKEY4XSW68WSRpiM8ZB2NQ2wT6WTzEPP0KFWBsgLhX6BQnP1+0aCfSmnvqsn05Dyt5eKf3ndWHk1J2FBFCsakMUhL+ZIhShtAA2YoETxqSaYCKazIjLCAhOle8rpEr5+iv4nLbtkaX6p2ziFBbKwDwdwBBZUoQ7n0IAmELiGO3iEJ2NiPBjPxstiNGN87uzBDxivH7TGlDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhkQMI9ne/Qxfc4GyzTwacg+ahs=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js7Y+al26CVahqzJTS1s3UnDjRqhgH9AOJZNm2tDMwyRTKEP9AvciuFDErR/jzr8x0yqo6IHA4Zx7uSfHCTmTyjTfjaXlldW19dRGOrO5tb2T3c21ZBAJQpsk4IHoOFhSznzaVExx2gkFxZ7DadsZnyV+e0KFZIF/paYhtT089JnLCFZasnseViOCeXwx61v9bN4sntQqpXIFmUXTrFolKyGlavm4jCytJMjXc/e3N4XDTKOffesNAhJ51FeEYym7lhkqO8ZCMcLpLN2LJA0xGeMh7WrqY49KO56HnqEjrQyQGwj9fIXm6veNGHtSTj1HTyYh5W8vEf/yupFya3bM/DBS1CeLQ27EkQpQ0gAaMEGJ4lNNMBFMZ0VkhAUmSveU1iV8/RT9T1qloqX5pW7jFBZIwT4cQAEsqEIdzqEBTSBwDXfwCE/GxHgwno2XxeiS8bmzBz9gvH4AJnyUjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhkQMI9ne/Qxfc4GyzTwacg+ahs=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js7Y+al26CVahqzJTS1s3UnDjRqhgH9AOJZNm2tDMwyRTKEP9AvciuFDErR/jzr8x0yqo6IHA4Zx7uSfHCTmTyjTfjaXlldW19dRGOrO5tb2T3c21ZBAJQpsk4IHoOFhSznzaVExx2gkFxZ7DadsZnyV+e0KFZIF/paYhtT089JnLCFZasnseViOCeXwx61v9bN4sntQqpXIFmUXTrFolKyGlavm4jCytJMjXc/e3N4XDTKOffesNAhJ51FeEYym7lhkqO8ZCMcLpLN2LJA0xGeMh7WrqY49KO56HnqEjrQyQGwj9fIXm6veNGHtSTj1HTyYh5W8vEf/yupFya3bM/DBS1CeLQ27EkQpQ0gAaMEGJ4lNNMBFMZ0VkhAUmSveU1iV8/RT9T1qloqX5pW7jFBZIwT4cQAEsqEIdzqEBTSBwDXfwCE/GxHgwno2XxeiS8bmzBz9gvH4AJnyUjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K+eJ607Vg2SwMiRLVMTFQYkSCKs=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZmxtHUjBTduhAr2Ae1QMmmmDc1kxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzNtBRU9EDiccy/35PgxZ0rb9oe1srq2vrGZ28pv7+zu7RcODlsqSiShTRLxSHZ8rChngjY105x2Yklx6HPa9sdXmd+eUKlYJO70NKZeiIeCBYxgbSSvF2I9IpinN7O+0y8U7dJFreKWK8gu2XbVcZ2MuNXyeRk5RslQhCUa/cJ7bxCRJKRCE46V6jp2rL0US80Ip7N8L1E0xmSMh7RrqMAhVV46Dz1Dp0YZoCCS5gmN5ur3jRSHSk1D30xmIdVvLxP/8rqJDmpeykScaCrI4lCQcKQjlDWABkxSovnUEEwkM1kRGWGJiTY95U0JXz9F/5OWW3IMv7WL9ctlHTk4hhM4AweqUIdraEATCNzDAzzBszWxHq0X63UxumItd47gB6y3Tw3MkkE=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="TZYjR2Kx0Nxw7DNbuV3Db3yaYLM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+al26CRbBVZnpRldScONGqGAf0A4lk2ba0EwyJplCGQp+gHsRXCji1o9x59+YabvQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geFhqapkoQhtEcqnaAdaUM0EbhhlO27GiOAo4bQWjq8xvjanSTIo7M4mpH+GBYCEj2FjJ70bYDAnm6c20V+0Vy27FnQGtEm9ByrXS8+MDANR7xa9uX5IkosIQjrXueG5s/BQrwwin00I30TTGZIQHtGOpwBHVfjoLPUWnVumjUCr7hEEz9fdGiiOtJ1FgJ7OQetnLxP+8TmLCCz9lIk4MFWR+KEw4MhJlDaA+U5QYPrEEE8VsVkSGWGFibE8FW4K3/OVV0qxWPMtvbRuXMEcejuEEzsCDc6jBNdShAQTu4Qle4c0ZOy/Ou/MxH805i50j+APn8wdWO5P3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gd9NQt5FkZPhaN0hPKgBLmaY3k8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZWZbnQlBTduhAr2Ae1QMmmmDc1kpkmmUIb6Be5FcKGIWz/GnX9jpu1CWw8EDufcyz05XsSZ0rb9bWU2Nre2d7K7ufze/sFh4ajYVGEsCW2QkIey7WFFORO0oZnmtB1JigOP05Y3uk791oRKxUJxr6cRdQM8EMxnBGsjud0A6yHBPLmd9aq9Qsmu2HOgdeIsSalWfH58KJ/l673CV7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqTdBEvNCKezXDdWNMJkhAe0Y6jAAVVuMg89Q+dG6SM/lOYJjebq740EB0pNA89MpiHVqpeK/3mdWPuXbsJEFGsqyOKQH3OkQ5Q2gPpMUqL51BBMJDNZERliiYk2PeVMCc7ql9dJs1pxDL8zbVzBAlk4gVMogwMXUIMbqEMDCIzhCV7hzZpYL9a79bEYzVjLnWP4A+vzB8filEw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gd9NQt5FkZPhaN0hPKgBLmaY3k8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZWZbnQlBTduhAr2Ae1QMmmmDc1kpkmmUIb6Be5FcKGIWz/GnX9jpu1CWw8EDufcyz05XsSZ0rb9bWU2Nre2d7K7ufze/sFh4ajYVGEsCW2QkIey7WFFORO0oZnmtB1JigOP05Y3uk791oRKxUJxr6cRdQM8EMxnBGsjud0A6yHBPLmd9aq9Qsmu2HOgdeIsSalWfH58KJ/l673CV7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqTdBEvNCKezXDdWNMJkhAe0Y6jAAVVuMg89Q+dG6SM/lOYJjebq740EB0pNA89MpiHVqpeK/3mdWPuXbsJEFGsqyOKQH3OkQ5Q2gPpMUqL51BBMJDNZERliiYk2PeVMCc7ql9dJs1pxDL8zbVzBAlk4gVMogwMXUIMbqEMDCIzhCV7hzZpYL9a79bEYzVjLnWP4A+vzB8filEw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P5qV+7nbnnXh2tlNT9D5u6SfA+g=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtptJKAjY0QwTwgWcLs5G4yZHZ2nZkNhCXfYWOhiK0fY+ffOEm20MQDA4dz7uWeOUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49u5356g0jyWj2aaoB/RoeQhZ9RYye9F1IwYFdn9rF/rlytu1V2ArBMvJxXI0eiXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwJnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfLULPyIVVBiSMlX3SkIX6eyOjkdbTKLCT85B61ZuL/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbHkoTAUxMZk3QAZcITNiagllitushI2ooszYnkq2BG/1y+ukVat6lj+4lfpNXkcRzuAcLsGDK6jDHTSgCQye4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxHC04+c4p/IHz+QOvMpIA</latexit>

BKT
<latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit>
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Figure 1. Phase diagram of the model Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
Ordered phases are colored in light blue. Red (blue) lines
indicate second (first) order phase transitions. On the green
dotted lines the model is integrable. The integrable line in
the lower half plane is on top of the transition line when
the transition is of the first order. The two lines separate
at the tricritical point M2, where the transition becomes
continuous. After this point, the second-order phase trans-
ition belongs to the Ising universality class. The integrable
line in the upper half plane crosses the second-order trans-
ition line exactly at the M3 critical point, belonging to the
Potts model universality class. Below this point, on the trans-
ition line, a gapless phase (lower yellow region, not in scale)
opens, enclosed within a Japaridze-Nersesyan-Pokrovsky-
Talapov (JNPT) and Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT)
transition. Above this point, the opening of a gapless phase
(upper yellow region, not in scale) is under debate. Purple
dashed lines are studied in this work.

with a 1-site DMRG algorithm formulated in the matrix
product state (MPS) language, which allows us to real-
ize the constraint exactly by representing efficiently the
global projector on the constrained Hilbert space as a
matrix product operator (MPO).

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II,
we present the Hamiltonian of the model, stressing its
importance in relation to Rydberg atom experiments11
and reviewing in detail previous theoretical results. In
Sec. III, we discuss the methods we employ, and invest-
igate the vicinity of the Potts transition point, in partic-
ular, performing an analysis based on level spectroscopy.
In Sec. IV, we study in detail the doubly blockaded re-
gime. In Sec. V, we draw our conclusions and discuss
some future perspectives.
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II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN AND REVIEW OF
PREVIOUS RESULTS

A. Hard-core interactions in Rydberg-blockaded
gases

Alkali atoms in Rydberg states6–8,30 are characterized
by one of their electrons occupying an energy level with
high principal quantum number (n > 40). Several fea-
tures of the atomic state are strongly influenced by this
type of excitation. Examples include a very long radiat-
ive lifetime τ ∼ n3, a large orbital radius ro ∼ n2, and
a strong dipole moment d ∼ n2: in the case of rubid-
ium excited to the 50p state, these quantities can assume
values on the order of 102 µs, 10−1 µm, and 103 ea0,
respectively.

These remarkable characteristics determine the strong
interactions between Rydberg atoms. The dominant
contribution to the latter will be of the dipole-dipole
[V (r) ∼ r−3 with the interatomic distance r] or van der
Waals (V (r) ∼ r−6) type in the presence and absence of
external polarizing field, respectively, due to the afore-
mentioned strong dipole moments. The large values dis-
played by the latter cause these interactions to be very
strong, with a typical scaling for the van der Waals coup-
ling constant being C ∼ n11.

Due to their extremely high values, Rydberg–Rydberg
interactions far outstrip any other energy scale in the
system, and therefore play a fundamental role in de-
termining the behavior of a many-body Rydberg en-
semble. One of the most remarkable phenomena in-
duced in this interaction-dominated picture is the Ry-
dberg blockade5,31, in which the excited atomic levels,
due to the strength of the interatomic potential V (r),
are heavily shifted from their noninteracting positions.
Since V (r) becomes stronger at short distances, a Ry-
dberg atom creates an effective “exclusion zone” around
itself, where no other excitations to the Rydberg state
can take place (due to the excited level being too strongly
off-resonance with respect to the excitation mechanism,
usually a laser in experimental setups).

In a many-body system of Rydberg atoms, this phe-
nomenon can be used to simulate an effective hard-
shell constraint: gauging the experimental parameters
(namely, the frequency and the detuning of the laser used
to induce excitations to the Rydberg state), the blockade
radius can be tuned to simulate occupancy constraints
for sites at different distances on an optical lattice, re-
producing the most significant feature of models such as
the FSS Hamiltonian, as realized in Ref. 11.

B. Hard-boson model phase diagram

The Hamiltonian of the FSS model is given by

H = −
∑

i

(di + d†i ) + U
∑

i

ni + V
∑

i

nini+2 (1)

where d†i (di) is the creation (destruction) operator for
a hard-core boson on site i and ni = d†idi. The Hilbert
space is subjected to the constraint nini+1 = 0; namely,
two particles cannot occupy NN sites. When this re-
striction is imposed, the number of states dimHL in the
Hilbert space for a chain of length L satisfies, in the case
of open boundary conditions (OBCs), the recursive equa-
tion

dimHL = dimHL−1 + dimHL−2 (2)

whose solution is the Fibonacci sequence, which behaves
asymptotically for large L as dimHL ∼ φL, where φ =
1.6180... is the golden ratio. The dimension ofH becomes
even smaller in the limit V →∞, which is equivalent to
saying that there have to be at least two empty lattice
sites between two particles, i.e., nini+1 = 0 and nini+2 =
0. It is easy to see that in this case dimHL satisfies the
equation

dimHL = dimHL−1 + dimHL−3 (3)

which asymptotically means dimHL ∼ ζL, with ζ =
1.4655...

The model was first proposed as the quantum version
of the 2-dimensional classical hard-square model17, which
is known to host two integrable lines32. One of the two
lines crosses the period-three-to-disorder line exactly at
the Potts critical point, whose location is thus known
analytically. The classical-to-quantum mapping results
in a constrained quantum Hilbert space which is not in
product form. As already noted in Ref. 21 and further
discussed below, the peculiar way order is realized in the
system causes extremely strong finite-size effects, espe-
cially when OBCs are applied. This poses challenges for
tensor-network based techniques, which usually rely on
these boundary conditions, since the computational ef-
fort must be increased in order to access larger system
sizes. Oppositely, the milder scaling of the Hilbert space
dimension allows us to exactly diagonalize the system up
to lengths which roughly double the usual lengths ac-
cessible in spin chains. Since periodic boundary condi-
tions (PBCs) eliminate boundary effects, in addition to
providing momentum symmetry for a direct diagonaliza-
tion of the quantum Hamiltonian, they will be employed
throughout this work, with the exception of the tensor
network simulations presented in Sec. IV.

The phase diagram of the model is depicted in Fig. 1.
The two integrable lines are parametrized by

V (U + V ) = 1. (4)

One of the two lines is defined on the upper half plane
(U, V ), and crosses the order-disorder transition line ex-
actly at the Potts critical point mentioned above, for
V = Vc = [(

√
5 + 1)/2]5/2; it is thus described at low

energies by the third conformal field theory in the min-
imal series, M3

24. The gapped ordered phase extends
to a region in the quadrant V > 0, U < 0, where the
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order-disorder transition is not always a sharp transition.
In particular, it was shown in Ref. 17 that in the limit
case U → −∞ and V = −U/3 the separation line is
in fact a thin gapless phase (yellow region in Fig. 1)
characterized by the Luttinger liquid (LL) universality
class. The transition from the ordered phase to the gap-
less phase belongs to the Japardze-Nersesyan-Pokrovsky-
Talapov (JNPT) universality class33,34, and has dynam-
ical critical exponent z = 2. Conformal invariance is then
restored in the continuum description and the transition
from the gapless phase to the disordered phase is of the
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless type27. Moreover, a re-
cent detailed analysis21 exhibited strong numerical evid-
ence that the very same picture persists on the order-
disorder transition line, up to a Lifshitz point located
below the integrable line, beyond which the transition is
sharp and of the chiral Huse-Fisher type26. However, the
precise location of the Lifshitz point could not be estim-
ated. The authors also confirmed the position and nature
of the Potts critical point by computing the correlation
length critical exponent ν coming from both phases.

What happens above the integrable line is more con-
troversial. A DMRG-OBCs study21 is in favor of a chiral
transition up to another Lifshitz point after which a LL
phase opens again, with a PT transition on the ordered
side and a BKT transition on the disordered side. The
width of the intervening LL phase was estimated at the
order of 0.001. It was also noted that, above the Potts
point, boundary effects are sizable at system sizes on the
order of several hundred sites, as testified by an anom-
alous scaling of the von Neumann entropy. Instead, an
exact diagonalization (ED) study20, using PBCs, indic-
ated that there is no Lifshitz point, and the transition
remains chiral up to V = ∞, with a dynamical critical
exponent 1 < z . 1.33.

In what follows we will focus on two lines at constant
V (purple dashed lines in Fig. 1). The phase diagram on
the first line is very well understood and we will use it as a
benchmark to test field theory predictions in this exotic
quantum chain. The second line is located at V = ∞
and, as discussed above, its phase structure is still under
debate.

III. POTTS CRITICAL POINT

In this section, we study the finite-size properties of
the Potts critical point. This is important not only to
test some of the methods we are going to employ in the
following sections, but also to understand which univer-
sal properties can be experimentally measured with the
available setups of '50 spins. Moreover, it is of theoret-
ical interest, as there are very few lattice realizations of
Potts criticality that can be studied in such a systematic
fashion35–37.

The CFT behind the Potts model universality class
is one of the modular invariant realizations of the third
model in the minimal series: M3

38. Its central charge

is 4/5 and the most relevant primary fields, namely the
energy density and the order parameter, carry anomalous
dimensions ηε = 4/5 and ησ = 4/15. These two numbers
imply that the correlation length and order parameter
critical exponents are ν = (2 − ηε)

−1 = 5/6 and β =
νησ/2 = 1/9.

The position of the Potts critical point in the phase
diagram of the quantum Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is known
exactly by integrability arguments17 and its location has
been checked numerically both via gap scaling analysis20
as well as from vanishing inverse correlation length21. Its
critical exponents have been computed on the lattice,
and a clear signature of the underlying CFT has been
observed17,20,21. However, the low-energy spectrum of
the lattice Hamiltonian has never been matched with the
CFT one and a full characterization of the phase trans-
ition has never been given. Furthermore, contrary to the
lattice Potts model, the Z3 symmetry is not an exact
global symmetry of the FSS model. It is thus non-trivial
to identify the whole operator content from the energy
eigenvalues on the lattice.

Before performing level spectroscopy, we test some of
the methods we will employ in the next section to wit-
ness second-order phase transitions without any assump-
tion on the spacetime symmetry of the underlying field
theory, namely nonanalyticity in the quantum concur-
rence39,40 — which is a measure of single spin entangle-
ment — as well as in the fidelity susceptibility41,42. The
latter also allows us to extract the critical exponent ν
of the ordered phase43–45. We then compute the central
charge of the CFT from the logarithmic scaling of the en-
tanglement entropy46 and we show that the CFT regime
is reached with system sizes accessible to present exper-
iments. We proceed by matching momentum symmetry
sectors on the lattice with Z3 sectors in the CFT. We
match several low-lying eigenvalues with the correspond-
ing primary fields and we discuss the finite-size scaling
corrections with respect to CFT predictions. Finally, we
extract the anomalous dimension ησ of the order para-
meter by comparing its lattice two-point function with
the one of a CFT on a ring24.

A. Critical point location

As we will see below, in order to locate the critical
point, it is useful to utilize a procedure which is not
biased by any assumption on the nature of the phase
transition, such as conformal invariance and a consequent
scaling of the gap with a dynamical critical exponent
z = 1. Here we use two methods based on the non-
analytic behavior displayed by generic functions in the
presence of continuous phase transitions. The concur-
rence is a measure of entanglement for spin systems40,47,
and is defined as

C = max(0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4) (5)
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where the λi are the square roots of the eigenvalues in
decreasing order of the matrix √ρi,j(σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗i,j(σ

y ⊗
σy)
√
ρi,j , where ρi,j is the reduced density matrix of two

sites located at positions i and j (here we show results
for j = i+ 2)48. The function C(U) is expected to have
an infinite derivative at a gapless critical point in the
thermodynamic limit39,40. At finite size, the derivative
∂UC has a peak which sharpens with increasing system
size at a value U∗(L) which converges to the critical point
when L→∞.

In Fig. 2(a), we plot the value of the position of the
peak of ∂UC, U∗(L), at the Potts critical point as a
function of 1/L. The position of the critical point at
L → ∞, Uc, is obtained by fitting U∗(L) with the
power-law function, U∗(L) = Uc + A/Lγ . The best-
fitting exponent for system sizes from 24 to 36 sites is
γ = 4.0 ± 0.1 and the extracted position of the critical
point is Uc = −3.03 ± 0.04, in good agreement with the
exact value Uc = −3.0299 . . . . Note however, that the
result is not stable when smaller system sizes are included
in the fit. We attribute this instability to the limited
number of sizes we can reliably simulate in the scaling
regime, due to the challenging nature of the calculation
of concurrency.

Another quantity that is used to locate and character-
ize the critical point is the fidelity susceptibility

χF =
−2 ln |〈ψ0(U)|ψ0(U + δU)〉|

δU2
(6)

where |ψ0(U)〉 is the ground-state wave function for a
fixed value of U . As the derivative of the concurrence,
χF exhibits a peak at the position U∗(L), when plotted as
a function of U . The size scaling of U∗(L) provides an al-
ternative approach to establish the position of the critical
point, Uc; see Fig. 2(b). In contrast to the concurrence,
the numerical calculation of the fidelity is less expens-
ive and allows us to reach system sizes up to L = 42.
This yields a best-fitting result which is stable against
the range of system sizes included in the fit for L ≥ 24.
The best-fitting parameters we get considering lengths
from 27 up to 42 sites gives Uc = −3.03(1), where the er-
ror takes into account variations against the system sizes
included in the fit. Furthermore, a scaling theory for the
height of the peak of χF does exist44,45 and allows us to
obtain the correlation length critical exponent via

χF (U∗) ∼ L2/ν . (7)

Note that this power-law scaling is independent of the
value of the dynamical critical exponent z. In this way
we get a value of ν in perfect agreement with the expected
value for the Potts model universality class; see Fig. 2(c).

Finally, we wish to mention a very peculiar fact which
allows us to locate the critical point with arbitrary preci-
sion and arbitrary small system sizes: exactly at the crit-
ical point, the on-site boson density has vanishing finite-
size corrections. The position of Uc can thus be obtained
by measuring the boson density for different system sizes

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

1/L

−3.08

−3.06

−3.04

U
∗

(a)
Uc = −3.034

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

1/L

−3.00

−2.95

U
∗

(b)

Uc = −3.031

3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8

ln(L)

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

ln
[χ
F

(U
∗ )

]
(c)

ν = 0.845

Figure 2. (a) Power-law fit of the peak position U∗(L) of the
first derivative of the concurrence Eq. (5), for L from 24 to
36 sites. The scaling exponent extracted from this range of
system sizes is γ = 4.0 ± 0.1, but it is not stable including
smaller sizes. The critical position we get from the fit is Uc =
−3.03± 0.04. (b) Power-law fit of the peak position U∗(L) in
the fidelity susceptibility Eq. (6), for L from 30 to 42 sites.
The result is stable when smaller system sizes are included.
Taking into account small variations with respect to the range
of lengths employed in the fit, the scaling exponent and the
critical point position we get are γ = 2.4 ± 0.1 and Uc =
−3.03 ± 0.01. (c) Scaling of the maximum of χF according
to Eq. (7) for L from 30 to 42 sites. The correlation length
critical exponent slightly increases when smaller system sizes
are included in the fit. By taking into account variations with
respect to the range of lengths fitted we get ν = 0.84± 0.01,
in good agreement with the exact value ν = 5/6 = 0.8333...

and tuning the couplings until size independence is ob-
served. We believe that this fact is due to the integrable
structure beyond the critical spin chain. In Fig. 3, we
report the finite-size scaling of the density at the critical
point and for two values of U very close to it, together
with the curve crossing of densities computed for different
system sizes as a function of U for V = Vc, which allows
a precise determination of the position of the critical U .
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0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12

1/L

0.27630

0.27635

0.27640

0.27645
〈n
〉

(a)

Uc − 10−3 Uc Uc + 10−3

−3.0302 −3.0300 −3.0298 −3.0296
U

0.27638

0.27639

0.27640

0.27641

〈n
〉

(b)

L = 12

L = 15

L = 18

Figure 3. (a) Finite-size scaling of the boson density at the
transition point and close to it. Exactly at the transition
point, the density does not scale. (b) Boson density as a
function of U for V = Vc and different chain lengths. The
lines sharply cross at the transition point (dashed red line)
for any system size, since finite-size corrections vanish exactly
at the critical point.

B. Entanglement entropy

Continuous, relativistic phase transitions in a 1D sys-
tem display a logarithmic divergence of the entanglement
entropy. Once conformal invariance is ensured, an inex-
pensive way to identify the universality class is by com-
puting the coefficient of the logarithmic growth of the en-
tanglement as a function of the subsystem size. This coef-
ficient is known to be proportional to the central charge
of the CFT46, and for the case of half partition in PBCs
reads

S =
c

3
lnL+A. (8)

In Fig. 4(a), we plot the entanglement entropy for the
critical values (Uc, Vc) analytically known. This result
shows how moderate sizes are already yielding a very
precise value for the central charge. In Fig. 4(b), the
effective central charge, defined as49

c = 3
S(2L)− S(L)

ln 2
, (9)

2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 3.75
lnL

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

S

(a)

c = 0.799(6), A = 0.397(5)

S =
c

3
lnL + A

−3.4 −3.3 −3.2 −3.1 −3.0 −2.9 −2.8
U

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

c
(b)

L = 12

L = 18

Figure 4. (a) Finite-size scaling of the entanglement entropy
of a half partition, for L from 12 to 36 sites. The slope is
the one expected from CFT already for system sizes L ≤ 24,
indicating negligible finite-size corrections to the CFT pre-
dictions Eq. (8). (b) Effective central charge as defined in
Eq. (9). The peak is sharpening as the system size is in-
creased and the peak position is moving towards the expec-
ted value Uc = −3.0299.... Curves for different lengths cross
almost exactly at this value of U , indicating the presence of
a single critical point in which the effective central charge is
nondecreasing.

is plotted for fixed V = Vc, and varying U across the
transition. The central charge exhibits a bell-shape de-
pendence on U , observed in other cases as well50, with a
peak which is approaching the expected position marked
with a green dashed line. Note that different bells touch
only at the critical point, which is the only value of U at
which the effective central charge is not decreasing with
increasing system size. This is in agreement with Zamo-
lodchikov’s theorem51 in the presence of a single critical
point.

C. CFT level spectroscopy

Computing the entanglement entropy is a convenient
way of extracting universal information from a quantum
spin chain, since it does not involve non-universal para-
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meters like the sound velocity. However, the central
charge alone does not uniquely identify the CFT. The
full operator content for a CFT on a ring of length L can
be determined from the energy levels, which are spaced
according to the formula24

En − EGS =
2πv

L
(∆ +m+ ∆ + `) m, ` ∈ N (10)

where n is a label for the nth excited state, (∆,∆) are
the weights of the two chiral representations of the Viras-
oro algebra in the CFT, and v is the non-universal sound
velocity, which depends on the microscopic realization of
the CFT. The ground-state energy itself is affected by
universal finite-size corrections proportional to the cent-
ral charge,

EGS = ε0L−
πvc

6L
, (11)

where ε0 is the ground-state energy density in the ther-
modynamic limit. Below, we analyze the spectrum ob-
tained by exact diagonalization of the lattice Hamilto-
nian, for systems with L ≤ 42, in each momentum sec-
tor52. After extracting the central charge from the en-
tropy scaling, Eq. (11) allows us to compute the sound
velocity. The result we obtain by fitting the ground-state
energy for L up to 42 is v = 2.49(7). Another possibility
is to fit directly the dispersion relation of the low-energy
states, which should be linear and proportional to v. A
sample of the low-lying spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(a)
for a system of L = 39. To obtain the velocity, we per-
form a linear fit of the smallest available momentum at
each system size. The value of v obtained in this way
is different for right and left moving particles, and in
both cases deviates from the velocity extracted from the
ground state energy by a few percent [see Fig. 5(b)]. This
is caused by large finite-size corrections affecting these ei-
genvalues. This chiral symmetry breaking at finite size
might be caused by the chiral perturbation driving the
system on the second-order transition line. Interestingly,
by taking the average of the corresponding right and left
energy levels, the dominant terms of these corrections
cancel out, and full agreement with the value extracted
from the ground-state energy scaling is recovered.

Once the sound velocity is known, Eq. (10) can be used
to extract all the conformal dimensions from the gaps
in the low-energy spectrum of the lattice Hamiltonian.
The operators in the CFT are labeled by a Z3 quantum
number53 Q = 0,±136,37. Since the model does not have
an exact Z3 symmetry, we have to find an alternative way
of labeling the low-lying states.

The Q = ±1 sectors have to be degenerate and this
degeneracy is exact at finite size in the spectrum of the
lattice Hamiltonian Eq. (1) with PBCs. This fact is en-
sured by the presence of the non-commuting momentum
and reflection symmetries, which implies that eigenstates
of H with momenta K and −K have the same energy.
In the Z3-ordered phase and close to it the states with
momentum K = ±2π/3 happen to be the lowest-energy

excitations above the ground state and the Brillouin zone
appears to be split in three, as shown in Fig. 5(a). It is
thus clear how to identify the Z3 symmetry sectors: the
neutral sector and the two charged sectors consist of the
energy levels close to K = 0 and K = ±2π/3, respect-
ively. This labeling naturally connects to the symmetry-
breaking structure of the ground-state manifold within
the ordered phase.

The operator content of the two nondegenerate sym-
metry sectors in the CFT with PBCs is36

Q = 0 : (0, 0) ,

(
2

5
,

2

5

)
,

(
7

5
,

2

5

)
,

(
2

5
,

7

5

)
,

(
7

5
,

7

5

)
, (0, 3) , (3, 0) , (3, 3) (12)

Q = ±1 :

(
1

15
,

1

15

)
,

(
2

3
,

2

3

)
. (13)

The eigenvalues of the lattice Hamiltonian are then
spaced according to Eq. (10) and they correspond to
the CFT operators above, with all their descendants
(∆,∆)(k,`). However, not all the descendants are allowed
and their degeneracy can be computed starting from the
Rocha-Caridi formula37. The momentum of these states
in the CFT is instead given by

P̃ =
2π

L
P =

2π

L
(∆ +m−∆− `) m, ` ∈ N. (14)

Note that the CFT momentum is not the lattice mo-
mentum for this Hamiltonian. The CFT momentum on
the lattice is measured starting from the ground states of
each Z3 sector, which we label by P = 0 [see Fig. 5(a)].

We now proceed with the matching of the low-energy
gaps on the lattice with the CFT prediction Eq. (10).
Following Ref. 37, we define the universal function

F(Q,P ) =
L

2πv

(
EQP − EGS

)
∼

L→∞
∆+k+∆+`, (15)

where Q and P are the CFT Z3 quantum number and
momentum.

The results of the field correspondence are presented in
Fig. 6. Upon taking proper combinations of degenerate
gaps, the finite-size corrections are of order L−2 for all the
gaps, with a prefactor smaller than 10−3 for the lowest
ones. We extrapolate the value of F by a two-parameter
fit for system sizes up to L = 42. The agreement of the
extrapolation with the CFT expected values is perfect
once the sound velocity is tuned to v = 2.49225. In
this respect, this method is the best way to estimate the
sound velocity with the available system sizes.

The finite-size corrections to the universal function in
Eq. (15) have been studied for this universality class in
the 3-states Potts chain36. It was observed that their
power-law exponent was 2 for most of the nondegen-
erate gaps and a number between 0.5 and 1 for other
degenerate gaps. Here we argue that the latter correc-
tions appear only in CFT states (∆,∆)(k,`) for which
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(a)Q = 0

P = −1P = 1

P = −1 P = 1
Q = −1 Q = 1

L = 39

Figure 5. (a) Lowest-lying eigenvalues of lattice momentum
sectors for a chain of length L = 39. Eigenvalues close to
K = 0 and K = ±2π/3 correspond to the Z3 sectors Q = 0
and Q = ±1 in the CFT. Conformal towers are already dis-
tinguishable and primary operators corresponding to each en-
ergy level can be easily guessed by comparing the lowest gaps
with Eq. (14) together with Eqs. (12) and (13). (b) Linear fit-
ting of the lowest eigenvalue close to the ground state of the
Q = 1 sector for different system sizes from L = 12 to L = 42.
The zero reference energy is taken as the ground-state energy
of the sector for the given system size. Chiral symmetry is
broken on the lattice, most likely because of an irrelevant
perturbation which scales away in the thermodynamic limit.

(∆, k) 6= (∆̄, `). Upon taking the average of the eigenval-
ues in which ∆, k and ∆, ` are exchanged these dominant
corrections vanish. Formally

F(∆,∆, k, `) = ∆ + ∆ + k + `+
A

(∆,∆)
k,`

Lγ
+
B

(∆,∆)
k,`

L2
+ . . .

A
(∆,∆)
k,` = −A(∆,∆)

`,k

(16)

To support this statement we give two examples where
this is manifest. We take the lowest-lying pair of states
in the Q = 1 sector of H with momentum P = ±1, i.e.,
(1/15, 1/15)(1,0) and (1/15, 1/15)(0,1). We then take the
pair of states in the Q = 0 sector with momentum P = 0,
i.e., (2/5, 7/5)(1,0) and (7/5, 2/5)(1,0). On the spin chain
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Figure 6. Finite-size scaling of the universal function F in
Eq. (15) with respect to the CFT expected value. (a) First
and second gaps in the Q = 1 sector (orange and green) and
first gap in the Q = 0 sector (blue). Finite-size corrections
scale as L−2 with a coefficient of magnitude 10−4 for the first
two gaps. (b) Third gap in Q = 1 sector (orange), first gap
in the Q = 1 sector with momentum P = ±1 (blue), average
of the second of fifth gap (green) and third gap (red) in the
Q = 0 sector. The finite-size corrections are always quadratic
in the inverse length of the chain upon appropriate average
between CFT states not invariant under (∆, k)↔ (∆, `).

these two states correspond to the second and fifth ex-
cited state in theK = 0 sector. Their finite-size scaling is
plotted in Fig. 6(b), where these two gaps are denoted by
blue and green circles, respectively. The same agreement
is observed with many other levels not reported here. We
are able to match irrelevant CFT operators with large
conformal weights as (0, 3), (3, 0), and (3, 3) and the rule
for which the dominant finite-size corrections cancel still
applies.

D. Density and order parameter two-point
functions

It is, in general, a difficult task to associate matrices
on the lattice to primary fields in the CFT. The operator
for which this procedure is trivial is the order parameter,
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namely the most relevant operator in the CFT which
is not invariant under a symmetry transformation, i.e.,
the primary field (1/15, 1/15). Its anomalous dimension
is thus ησ = 4/15 and its two-point function is expec-
ted to behave as a power law with this exponent. Z3

order is realized on the lattice through a period-3 boson-
density wave; thus the (complex) order parameter takes
the form17

Oi = ni + ei2π/3ni+1 + e−i2π/3ni+2. (17)

Exploiting translational invariance, we can write its two-
point function in terms of the density two-point function
as

〈O†rO0〉 = 3〈n0nr〉+ ei2π/3
(
2〈n0nr+1〉+ 〈n0nr−2〉

)
+

+ e−i2π/3
(
2〈n0nr−1〉+ 〈n0nr+2〉

)
. (18)

If translational invariance can be assumed in the system
(as in our case), this quantity will be purely real; a very
small imaginary part will be obtained when determining
〈O†rO0〉 from numerical data, and will be neglected. In
order to take into account finite-size effects, we compare
our results to the two-point function of the order para-
meter for a CFT on a ring of length L. For a primary
field with conformal weights ∆ = ∆ = η/4, this quantity
reads24

〈O(x)O(y)〉 =
A[

L sin
(
π(x−y)
L

)]η =
A

Lη
G

(
x− y
L

)
.

(19)
We can then obtain an estimate of η by fitting the

lattice two-point function with the expression above and
free parameters A and η. In Fig. 7(b) we plot the lattice
expectation value for different system sizes, rescaled by
multiplication by Lη (where the value resulting from the
fit mentioned above is taken for the latter), obtaining per-
fect data collapse on the universal scaling function G(x)
in Eq. 19. In Fig. 7(a) we plot the connected density-
density expectation value, which also fits perfectly the
CFT expression, with the same scaling dimension as the
order parameter.

IV. DOUBLY-BLOCKADED REGIME

In this section, we study the phase diagram of the
model Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) in the limit V → +∞.
When U → −∞ the system is Z3-ordered and the order
parameter in Eq. (17) is non vanishing. For finite and
large negative U , the finite-size spectrum of the Hamilto-
nian behaves as in the usual Z3 spontaneously symmetry
broken scenario: the ground state is nondegenerate and
the first two low-lying excited states are exponentially
close to it with a gap ∆ ∝ exp(−L/ξ), where ξ is the
correlation length. In the limit U → +∞ the ground
state is the nondegenerate state with no bosons and Z3
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)〉 c

(a)

ηn = 0.264(9)

An = 0.206(2)
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1.3
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(b)

ηO = 0.266(9)

AO = 0.934(6)

L=33

L=36
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Figure 7. (a) Two-point function of the lattice order para-
meter Eq. 18 for different lengths L multiplied by Lη, with η
fitted with the CFT expression Eq. 19. Estimate and error of
the amplitude A and the exponent η are obtained upon taking
the average of the results for different system sizes. (b) Same
scaling as in (a) for the order parameter, which has the same
scaling dimension as the density.

symmetry is not broken. A transition between these two
regimes is expected in the middle.

In what follows, we provide evidence that there are two
continuous phase transitions located at Uc1 . −1.96 and
Uc2 ' −1.915. At the first transition, the ground state
of the system switches from a period-3 ordered state to a
quasi-long-range-ordered, critical phase with incommen-
surate density-density correlations, known as the floating
phase. At the second transition point, the system passes
from the gapless critical phase to a disordered phase. For
the first transition we compute, with different methods,
the location of the critical point, the correlation length
critical exponent ν, the dynamical critical exponent z,
and the order parameter critical exponent β. We then
show that the second transition is consistent with the
BKT scaling ansatz, according to which the correlation
length vanishes exponentially and the gap finite-size scal-
ing at the transition point is affected by logarithmic cor-
rections54.

We finally show that for values of U inside the floating
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phase Uc1 ≤ U ≤ Uc2 the scaling of the entanglement
entropy is in agreement with the Luttinger liquid univer-
sality class, where the central charge c equals 1.

A. Quantum concurrence and fidelity susceptibility

By means of the same methods tested in Sec. IIIA,
we now proceed to investigate the transition points by
studying the behavior of the quantum concurrence and
the fidelity susceptibility. These observables are not
known to be generically sensitive to BKT transitions55;
for this reason, we expect them to only diagnose the pres-
ence of the first of the two transitions mentioned above.
We carry out exact diagonalization calculations up to
L = 54 sites for ground-state properties, and consider
sizes L = 3n, n ∈ N to avoid incommensurability effects.

The derivative of the concurrence exhibits the same
behavior discussed in Sec. III A, namely a peak which
is sharpening and moving towards the critical point, Uc,
with increasing system size. In order to extrapolate the
position of the maximum U∗(L) for L → ∞ we fit it
with a power law with scaling exponent γ = 1. In this
way, we obtain a value Uc1 = −1.969 ± 0.005, which is
stable against the range of system sizes included in the
fit. By performing the same analysis for the peak of
the fidelity susceptibility, Eq. 6, we get instead a critical
value Uc1 = −1.973 ± 0.005. The results are plotted in
Fig. 8(a)-(b). Both of these results illustrate the fact that
finite-size effects in this regime are comparatively larger
than close to the Potts critical point. In particular, em-
ploying sizes on the order of L ' 30 would lead to wrong
estimates in both cases: the scaling regime for what con-
cerns entanglement and wave-function properties seems
to be only reached above L = 33.

Exploiting the known finite-size critical scaling of the
peak of χF described by Eq. 7, we obtain a critical expo-
nent ν = 0.70± 0.05. We stress that the latter estimate
is very sensitive to the system sizes employed in the ana-
lysis. In particular, the larger the system sizes included
in the fit, the smaller the ν obtained [see Fig. 8(c)]. In
Ref.20, the value ν ' 5/7 was extracted from data col-
lapse of the gaps, assuming the value z ' 4/3 for the
dynamical critical exponent. This evidence was used to
conclude that the transition does not belong to the PT
universality class, for which ν = 1/2 and z = 2. Although
the variation of the exponent with the system sizes con-
sidered seems very slow, we cannot exclude, based on our
data, that it eventually reaches the value expected for a
phase transition of the PT type, as found in Ref. 21 for
the critical regime below the Potts point.

B. Critical point location through data collapse

We now exploit the finite-size scaling theory which ap-
plies in the proximity of a second-order phase transition56
to extract the values of Uc1, z, and ν from the lowest spec-
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1/L

−1.95

−1.90

−1.85

U
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(a)

Uc 1 = −1.969

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

1/L

−1.95

−1.90

−1.85

U
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(b)

Uc 1 = −1.973

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
1/Lin

0.69

0.70

ν
(c)

Figure 8. (a) Linear fit of the peak position U∗(L) of the first
derivative of the quantum concurrence Eq. (5) vs 1/L, for L
from 33 to 45 sites. The result of the fit is stable against
the system sizes included in the fit and the critical position
we obtain Uc1 = −1.969 ± 0.005, where the error takes into
account variations with respect to the system sizes included in
the fit. (b) Linear extrapolation of the peak position U∗(L)
vs 1/L in the fidelity susceptibility Eq. (6), for L from 39
to 54 sites. The result is stable when smaller system sizes
are included and the critical point position we get is Uc1 =
−1.973±0.005. Error considerations are the same as in panel
(a). (c) Correlation length critical exponent obtained from
the scaling of the maximum of χF according to Eq. (7) for
L = Lin, Lin + 3, ..., 54 as a function of Lin. The critical
exponent decreases when smaller system sizes are excluded
from the fit and saturation is not reached with the maximum
lengths we can access. We note that a strong sensitivity of
critical exponents with respect to system sizes was already
noted in Ref. 21.

tral gap ∆. With this aim, we adopt an approach very
similar to the one taken in Refs. 57 and 58.

First we compute a universal scaling function F from
ED data for ∆ for different system sizes. This scaling
function will depend on some unknown critical exponent
γ and on the dimensionless ratio L/ξ, L being the sys-
tem size and ξ the correlation length: F = F (γ, L/ξ).
We then assume a functional form for ξ in terms of the
critical point position Uc and, if finite, of its critical ex-
ponent ν: ξ = ξ(U,Uc, ν). We use this functional form
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Figure 9. (a) Density plot of the square root of the sum of the squared residuals in the (ν, Uc1) and (z, Uc1) planes for the
best-fitting values of z and ν, respectively. (b) Crossing of the gaps, upon multiplication by Lz for the best fitting z. The
crossing indicates the position of the critical point. (c) Data collapse of ED numerical data, with U ∈ [Uc1 − 0.03, Uc1] with
the parameters Uc1, z, ν which minimize the polynomial fit of the universal scaling function in Eq. (20). (d) Same as in (c),
but with parameters Uc1, z, ν taken from Ref.20. (e)-(g) Critical exponents and critical point location obtained by applying the
procedure described in Sec. IVB for sets of 5 system sizes L = Lin, ..., Lin + 12 with increasing Lin. The average is obtained
by varying the size of the interval [Uc1 − δU, Uc1] with 0.01 ≤ δU ≤ 0.03, the degree of the polynomial being fixed to 10. The
errorbar is the standard deviation of the obtained results.

to express the scaling function F in terms of the vari-
able x = ln(L/ξ) = x(L,U,Uc, γ, ν). Finally, we combine
data for F for different system sizes and we look for the
values of Uc, ν, γ which produce the best data collapse.
This is achieved by fitting f(x) = F (ex) with an arbit-
rary high-degree polynomial and minimizing the sum of
the squared residuals. By considering a full functional
collapse instead of extracting the thermodynamic limit
gap from single parameter data, this method copes relat-
ively well with finite-size effects, even in the most critical
BKT scenario. Indeed, in the latter case it allows us to
locate transition points with a precision similar to (if not
better than) approaches based on matching conformal
dimensions57,58, which are based on assuming a specific
functional dependence between lattice and field theory
operators.

Since at a quantum phase transition all low-lying ei-
genvalues of the Hamiltonian are expected to be separ-
ated from the ground state by a power-law decaying gap
∆ ∼ 1/Lz, where z is the dynamical critical exponent, we
can obtain a scaling function by multiplying the lowest
gap by Lz:

F

(
L

ξ

)
= Lz∆ . (20)

Assuming that the phase transition has a finite ν expo-
nent, we have

ξ ∼ (Uc1 − U)
−ν
. (21)

We can then find the best-fitting values of ν,z, and Uc1

via the procedure described above. It is fundamental to
check the stability of the result with respect to the degree
of the polynomial, the size of the interval from which the
value of U < Uc1 is taken, and most importantly, the
system sizes which are included in the fit. We find that,
in our case, the result is very stable with respect to the
first two, but we get stability with respect to the system
sizes we have at our disposal only if we include the largest
ones (up to Lmax = 54). In particular, by including sizes
of increasing magnitude we observe a decrease in our es-
timates for Uc1 and ν, and an increase in the one of z.
In Fig. 9(c) we show the result obtained by including all
systems sizes 45 ≤ L ≤ 54. The data collapse shows de-
viations of order 10−2, and is considerably more accurate
than the one performed with the values reported20 with
Lmax = 36 [see Fig. 9(d)].

However, as shown in Figs. 9(e)-(f), the z and ν expo-
nents are still varying with the system size. Although the
trend exhibited by this data does not allow any extrapol-
ation, we clearly see that the true scaling regime has not
yet been reached. This leaves open the possibility that z
and ν will eventually approach the values expected from a
JNPT transition, namely 2 and 1/2, respectively34. The
best estimates we can give from our data of critical ex-
ponents and critical point position are: z = 1.48 ± 0.1,
ν = 0.7± 0.1, Uc1 = −1.960± 0.005.

Since the methods employed over the next subsection
will rely on assumptions, we find it useful to summar-
ize the analysis performed so far. All diagnostics are
compatible with the presence of a second order phase
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transition. The location and nature of the transition are
extremely sensitive to the system sizes investigated. Re-
garding the location of the transition point, sizes up to
L ' 30 are not sufficient to determine it, while the es-
timates using all three methods are rather stable after
L ' 45. Entanglement-based methods return Uc1 =
−1.973 ± 0.005 and Uc1 = −1.969 ± 0.005, respectively.
The method based on gap collapse returns Uc1 = −1.960;
for this last method, it is challenging to include a rigorous
error bar. However, it is worth noting that the best data
collapse obtained up to L = 36 returns Uc1 = −1.949,
in agreement with Ref. 20; this clearly signals that the
critical point is drifting to considerably smaller values of
U as size increases [see Fig. 9(g)], in agreement with the
entanglement-based diagnostics.

A similar conclusion holds for the critical exponents: as
clearly observed in the fidelity susceptibility scaling, even
at sizes of order L = 54, the critical exponent has not yet
reached its thermodynamic value. The data collapse of
the finite-size gaps fully confirms this picture. This mo-
tivates the study in the next subsection, where we will
employ different – but assumption-dependent – methods
to determine some of the properties of this second-order
transition. From the analysis performed here, we can
anticipate that, even if larger system sizes are studied,
depending on the observable, a systematic underestima-
tion of the modulus of the critical point location |Uc1| is
expected. As we will see, this is particularly critical for
the methods discussed in the next section.

C. Order parameter

In this section, we investigate the disappearance of the
Z3 order across the second-order phase transition. We do
so by utilizing three methods: a QMC and DMRG study
in PBCs, and a 1-site DMRG study with OBCs. Our fo-
cus in the following will be on correlation functions and
the order parameter of the Z3 order. As such, we will
be assuming that there is an exact mapping between the
lattice operators describing the latter, and its field theory
counterpart. While this condition is typically satisfyingly
fulfilled for most lattice models displaying quantum crit-
ical behavior, we opted for a more conservative approach
in the context of the FSS model in the doubly block-
aded regime. The reason is that the constraint acts at
the lattice spacing level irrespectively of how close one
is to the critical point. This suggests that defining field
operators that do not change at the lattice spacing level
are nontrivial, making the connection between lattice and
continuum not immediate. While this feature has no con-
sequence on spectral and wave-function properties, it is
highly likely that it affects the finite-size behavior of cor-
relation functions.

We perform quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations
using a modified version of the worm algorithm28, ad-
apted to simulate Hamiltonians with off-diagonal terms
such as those of the FSS model and with updates

designed to automatically respect its occupation con-
straints. The method allows us to directly measure
quantities such as energy, particle density, and the static
structure factor:

S(k) ≡ 1

L2

L∑

i,j=1

e−ikrij 〈ninj〉 , (22)

where k is one of the allowed lattice momenta, and rij
is the distance between sites i and j. In the Z3–ordered
phase the structure factor will feature a peak at a wave
vector k = 2π/3, corresponding to the periodicity of the
Z3-periodic charge density waves. The value of the peak
is equal to the squared Z3 order parameter in Eq. (17),
and therefore follows a power-law behavior59 S(2π/3) ∼
|U − Uc|2β when approaching the critical point Uc from
the ordered phase.

We obtained an estimation of the position of the crit-
ical point, as well as the critical exponent β, by interpol-
ating the QMC results with the expected power-law be-
havior. We studied system sizes up to L = 120 sites and
temperatures down to T = 1/128 (where the magnitude
of the off-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian is taken as
a unit of energy). Extrapolation in the inverse temper-
ature has been employed to determine ground-state res-
ults where direct convergence in T [i.e., results identical
within their uncertainty for one or more pairs of temper-
atures (T, T/2)] was not observed. Below U = −1.96,
no further extrapolation in the system size was neces-
sary, since direct convergence in size was always observed.
Above this value, however, our extrapolated values were
not fully converged in size and inverse temperature (also
due to considerably slower MC dynamics). We there-
fore restricted our investigation to the U < −1.96 region.
Figure 10 shows the QMC data (triangles) as well as the
power-law interpolation (purple line). The resulting val-
ues are Uc1 = −1.951(5), β = 0.059(7)60.

An independent estimate of the critical point and
critical exponent β has been obtained by computing
S(2π/3) via DMRG (circles in Fig. 10) and perform-
ing the same extrapolation as above (solid green line in
Fig. 10). We approximated the exact Hilbert space in the
DMRG by giving a large penalty to not-allowed states.
This is achieved by adding to the Hamiltonian a term
λ
∑
i nini+1 + nini+2, with λ = 103. Unfortunately, per-

forming a rigorous extrapolation in λ→∞ is extremely
difficult: the main reason is that, for increasingly larger
values of λ, the diagonalization at each DMRG step be-
comes extremely sensitive to numerical errors due to the
large difference in the matrix elements of the Hamilto-
nian matrix. However, for a fixed value of λ, we expect
a difference on the order of 1/λ when comparing local
observables, such as energies, with ED data. The ab-
sence of any other unforeseen source of systematic error
due to the finite value of λ can be confirmed by direct
verification. Indeed, with our choice of λ = 103, if we
calculate the energy gap between the ground state and
the first excited level for L = 54 and U = −1.950, the
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Figure 10. S(2π/3) as a function of the parameter U . Sym-
bols represent QMC (triangles) and DMRG (circles) for the
ground state of model Eq. (1), extrapolated in the thermody-
namic limit (see text). The dashed and solid line are a power-
law fitting function (see text) used to interpolate QMC and
DMRG results, respectively.

discrepancy between DMRG and ED is of the (expected)
order of ε∆ ≈ 10−3. This check is very important be-
cause it allows us to understand that the limit λ → ∞
is approached perturbatively. Despite this violation of
the constraint which directly affects local observables,
we obtain a good agreement with ED when we study
other quantities such as entanglement entropy and cent-
ral charge. For instance, using the same values of L and
U , we obtain a difference in the central charge on the
order of εc ≈ 10−4 with respect to ED results. In our
DMRG implementation, we take an elementary cell made
of 3 sites in order to have a local representation of the Z3

order. This also allows us to discard 4 of the 8 states in
the blocked DMRG-site. Simulations were performed by
keeping the truncation error below 10−7 using up to 1000
DMRG states and ensuring that the energy variance of
the ground state is of the same order of the truncation
error.

We observe that DMRG results (after an extrapol-
ation in 1/L of the squared Z3 order parameter for
84 ≤ L ≤ 120) yields a larger value for S(2π/3) than
QMC, possibly due to the approximations required to im-
pose the occupation constraint. The results of the extra-
polation are Uc1 = −1.948±0.007 and β = 0.036±0.005.

As a final test bed for the results above, we compute
directly the order parameter in Eq. (17) by variationally
optimizing the ground state with MPS methods on an
open chain in which the constraint is implemented ex-
actly. The method we use exploits the exact relation
between MPOs and finite-state automata61, and is de-
scribed in detail in the Appendix. We are able to vari-
ationally optimize the MPS for chains of up to 718 sites.
The computational resources required to accurately ap-
proximate the ground state are relatively small: a bond

dimension of 200 − 300 is sufficient to keep the variance
of the Hamiltonian below 10−9. We explicitly break Z3

symmetry by choosing system sizes which are multiples
of 3 plus 1 site. This makes energetically favored states
in which there are two bosons at the edges, thus breaking
the symmetry without adding any term in the Hamilto-
nian. Extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit is then
performed vs 1/L. The result is plotted in Fig. 11. We
compute the order parameter by averaging the one-point
function on L/2 sites in the bulk. The fit of the averaged
order parameter as a function of U returns a critical ex-
ponent β = 0.031 ± 0.005 and a critical point location
Uc1 = −1.969 ± 0.002. The error attributed takes into
account variations of the fitting parameters obtained by
considering different sets of values of U and computing
the order parameter by performing the average over a
different number of sites in the bulk of the chain.

Summarizing, the direct study of the order parameter
provides similar information to that of the quantities ana-
lyzed in the previous subsection: upon increasing system
sizes, the position of the second-order transition system-
atically drifts toward larger values of |Uc1|. It is inform-
ative to note that this shift is compatible with a “finite-
size” location of the transition point based on the wave-
function variation captured by the fidelity susceptibility:
as can be seen from Fig. 8(b), a finite-size estimate at
around L ' 120/800 would return a critical coupling of
order Uc1 ' −1.95/1.97, respectively. The incompatib-
ility with the extrapolated values of the structure factor
between DMRG and QMC indicates that approaching
an exactly blockaded regime in experiments is challen-
ging (see, e.g., the relatively large deviations in estimat-
ing β), even if, in terms of transition point location, the
difference is of order 0.003.

D. BKT transition and the floating phase

The presence of a systematic drift towards smaller val-
ues of Uc1 as a function of the system size may signal the
presence of an intermediate phase between the ordered
and disordered ones. A first check on this hypothesis
can be obtained via investigation of the entanglement
entropy. To this end, we perform DMRG simulations up
to L = 108 sites. In Fig. (12) we plot the entanglement
entropy for fixed U = −1.95 as a function of the cord
distance on the ring κ(`) = L/π sin(`π/L), ` being the
length of the subsystem on the lattice, for different sys-
tem sizes. By directly fitting the scaling of the entropy
for this value of U , which belongs to the region between
Uc1 and Uc2 according to all our estimates, we are able to
obtain a central charge in a good agreement with a c = 1
CFT. This is a strong indication of the presence of a crit-
ical phase for U > Uc1, compatible with the Luttinger
liquid universality class. We note that for nonrelativistic
critical points or phases, the entanglement entropy is not
bound by a logarithmic growth, and even if so, the coef-
ficient could be arbitrary. This implies that, assuming
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Figure 11. (a) Order parameter computed by averaging the
one-point function Oj = ei2πj/3nj on L/2 sites in the bulk.
Z3 symmetry is spontaneously broken by the choice of the
number of sites on the open chain, i.e., a multiple of 3 plus
1 site. The obtained order parameter does not scale with the
system size for U < −1.975. (b) Infinite-size limit value of the
order parameter, extrapolated in 1/L and power-law fit of the
resulting curve. The obtained critical exponent and critical
point position are β = 0.031±0.005 and Uc1 = −1.969±0.002.

there is no fine-tuning, a c = 1 point or phase is present
here.

As discussed above, all entanglement-related quantit-
ies signal a single second-order phase transition. This im-
plies that the transition between the IC and disordered
phase shall belong to the BKT universality class, in
agreement with field theoretical insights17,21.

By carrying out the same analysis of Sec. IVB on the
lowest gap in the energy spectrum, we can estimate the
location of the BKT transition, which is expected to oc-
cur for U ≥ −1.95. The scaling ansatz differs from the
one in the previous section for two reasons: the dynam-
ical critical exponent is z = 1, and the exponential diver-
gence of the correlation length is

ξ ∼ exp

(
b√

U − Uc2

)
, (23)

where b is a nonuniversal constant, independent of U .
Moreover, logarithmic corrections are known to inter-
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Figure 12. Entanglement entropy for fixed U inside the float-
ing phase as a function of the logarithm of the cord length in
the CFT ring. The fit produces a central charge in a perfect
agreement with the Luttinger liquid CFT.

vene at the end of RG lines of fixed points. In the case
of a BKT point the functional form of these corrections
is known to be54 ∆ ∼ L−1[1 + 1/(2 lnL + C)]−1, for
some model-dependent constant C. On the basis of this
field theory result we take as the scaling function for the
gap57,58

∆∗ = L

(
1 +

1

2 lnL+ C

)
∆ = F

(
L

ξ

)
. (24)

This scaling ansatz, in combination with the proced-
ure previously discussed, has been tested in various spin
chains where the location of the BKT transition point
was analytically known58. In these cases, the method
was found to slightly underestimate the width of the gap-
less region; in our case here, one thus expects that this
method will overestimate the value of |Uc2|. In terms of
accuracy, the estimate obtained with this method is com-
patible with state-of-the-art diagnostics based on target-
ing operator dimensions via correlation functions.

In our case, we observe the same shifting of the critical
point towards negative U as we take increasingly large
system sizes. A sample result of the largest system sizes
we have investigated is plotted in Fig. 13; the quality
of the data collapse is excellent, as testified by the small
value of the sum of the discarded weights. By taking into
account variations of the optimal parameters with respect
to the set of system sizes and amplitude of the intervals
considered, we get b = 0.27± 0.05, C = 10.0± 0.5, Uc2 =
−1.915±0.008 as the best estimate of the scaling function
and transition point location.
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Figure 13. (a) Density plot of the square root of the sum of
the squared residuals in the (b, Uc1) and (C,Uc1) planes for
the best-fitting values of C and b, respectively. (b) Crossing
of the logarithmically corrected gaps, upon multiplication by
Lz (where z = 1) and taking the best-fit value for C. The
crossing indicates the position of the critical point. (c) Data
collapse of ED numerical data, with U ∈ [Uc2, Uc2 + 0.03]
with the parameters Uc2, b, C which correspond to the best
polynomial fit of the universal scaling function in Eq. (24).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have investigated the physics of the
hard-core boson constrained model of Eq. (1) in the re-
gion of the phase diagram surrounding the Z3-ordered
phase. In the first part of the study, we considered the
vicinity of the Potts critical point. Since the position of
the latter is analytically known, we have used this regime
to benchmark entanglement-based techniques to detect
quantum criticality in constrained models. In particular,
we have shown how concurrence and fidelity susceptib-
ility are able to accurately determine the exact location
of the critical point with accuracy of order 0.1% in units
of the coupling U . At the critical point, we have car-
ried out an extensive investigation of the low-lying energy

spectrum, matching such spectrum with the one expec-
ted from theM3 minimal model. Our data suggest that
it is possible, within experimentally achievable system
sizes, to unambiguously diagnose Potts quantum critic-
ality by just measuring spectral properties. We have also
observed systematic suppression of finite-size corrections
in local observables, a feature which we believe is due to
integrability at the critical point.

In the second part of the work, we have investigated
the melting of the ordered phase in the so called doubly
blockaded regime, that is, in the presence of infinite
next-to-nearest-neighbor repulsion. We have observed
the presence of a gapless regime, i.e., an incommensur-
ate phase, already found in the same model below the
Potts transition point. Our results show how this phase
is surrounded by a second-order phase transition from
one side, and a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
on the other. The position of the latter has been de-
termined using an advanced gap scaling technique at
Uc2 = −1.915± 0.008.

Regarding the second-order phase transition, we have
found that reaching a scaling regime for entanglement
(concurrence and fidelity susceptibility) properties re-
quires sizes L > 30. Reaching this regime is also re-
quired to determine the location of the transition point
utilizing spectral properties. Due to the difficulty in per-
forming calculations for these sizes, entanglement and
spectral methods only allow us to provide a lower bound
to the position of this critical point, Uc1 . −1.96. Sim-
ilarly, we can only provide bounds for the critical ex-
ponents; in particular, we find a systematic drift of the
value of ν toward smaller values, and of z toward higher
values. These findings are not compatible with previ-
ous results20 based on sizes up to L = 36, while they
are compatible with a potential emergence of Japaridze-
Nerseyan-Pokrovsky-Talapov critical behavior observed
below the Potts point21 and with a series of different non-
relativistic critical scenarios proposed in related field the-
ories22. Following the analogy between the FSS and the
chiral clock model suggested in Ref. 20, our findings in-
dicate that, in the FSS model, the critical line separating
the ordered and disordered regimes ultimately reaches
the regime corresponding to large chiral angles in the
clock model, where an incommensurate phase intervenes
between the two phases62.

We have complemented our analysis with numerical
simulations monitoring the behavior of solid order across
the transition, using both quantum Monte Carlo and
tensor network methods. These methods predict a po-
sition of the phase transition that strongly depends on
the considered boundary conditions. In all cases, the po-
sition of Uc2 is quite distinct from Uc1 with respect to
the numerical uncertainty of our results.

Our results suggest that the strong-coupling regime is
relatively convenient to observe phases with incommen-
surate order, as the size of the floating phase is consid-
erably larger than at smaller couplings. Moreover, spec-
tral properties should be favored as probes over correla-
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tion functions, which seem to be more sensitive to finite-
size effects. In addition, the presence of a relatively ex-
tended transient scaling regime in terms of system sizes
partly supports the observation made in Ref. 19 regard-
ing Kibble-Zurek scaling: while the combined effects of a
second-order and nearby BKT transition have not been
discussed in detail to the best of our knowledge, it is likely
that the presence of the latter affects rather dramatically
the dynamics over parameter space, due to exponentially
vanishing gaps. We leave the investigation of such a scen-
ario (which has been shown to be experimentally achiev-
able15) to a future study. Finally, it would be interesting
to systematically consider the effect of additional interac-
tion terms that are present in experiments: despite their
modest magnitude (as they decay very similarly to van
der Waals interactions), those terms may sensibly affect
the size of the incommensurate phase.
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Appendix: MPS optimization in constrained Hilbert
spaces

We summarize our method to simulate constrained
one-dimensional systems with tensor network techniques.
As opposed to local constraints or symmetries, which can
be encoded directly at the level of the individual tensors,
here we wish to take into account constraints spanning
several neighboring sites. In the context of this type
of spin model, a recent approach has been implemented
in Ref. 21, by keeping track of the possible transitions
between valid states when constructing the environment
tensors, for the case of the NN blockade. Our method
instead aims at being slightly more general, in order to
accommodate arbitrary nonlocal constraints — and, in
particular, NNN ones — with a low computational over-
head. More specifically, we encode a state in the full
many-body Hilbert space, and then construct the pro-
jector to the specific subspace we are interested in.

For this paper, we consider the Hilbert space HL =
(C2)⊗L, where we label the local basis by {|◦〉 , |•〉}.
States in HL can be represented by MPS with a local

1 2

n

ñ

ñ

1 2 3

n ñ

ñ
ñ

Figure 14. Finite-state automaton corresponding to the
nearest-neighbor (left) and next-nearest-neighbor (right) pro-
jector. Notice that there is not a clear initial and final state,
as in the case of Hamiltonians, but these automata form a
cycle.

physical dimension d = 2. We can then construct the
projector P onto the subspace of interest as an MPO. The
construction of an arbitrary operator can be achieved by
exploiting the correspondence between MPOs and finite-
state automata61. We label the internal states as 1,2,. . . .
In the case of the single constraint nini+1 = 0, the only
nonzero entries on each tensor of the projector are

◦

◦

1 1 =

•

•

1 2 =

◦

◦

2 1 = 1 (A.1)

which corresponds to the finite-state automaton on the
left of Fig. 14. The corresponding MPO tensor for the
projector is

Pab =

(
ñ n
ñ 0

)
(A.2)

where ñ = |◦〉 〈◦| and n = |•〉 〈•|. Similarly, we can con-
struct the projector with a next-nearest-neighbor inter-
action; i.e., we want to simultaneously impose nini+1 = 0
and nini+2 = 0. We modify the previous approach and
add the diagrams

◦

◦

1 1 =

•

•

1 2 =

◦

◦

2 3 =

◦

◦

3 1 = 1

(A.3)
This corresponds to the automaton on the right of Fig. 14
and a MPO tensor

Pab =



ñ n 0
0 0 ñ
ñ 0 0


 (A.4)

To approximate the ground state |ψ〉 of a certain
Hamiltonian H under the constraint, we can then
proceed by variationally updating single tensors such
that they minimize the projected Hamiltonian 〈H̃〉 =
〈ψ|PHP|ψ〉. The optimization algorithm will automatic-
ally converge towards a state that satisfies the constraint.
This can be understood by decomposing the state into
parallel and perpendicular components to the subspace
satisfying the constraint: |ψ〉 = α

∣∣ψ‖
〉

+β |ψ⊥〉, with the
usual normalization α2 +β2 = 1. The energy expectation
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value is then 〈ψ|PHP|ψ〉 = α2〈ψ‖|H|ψ‖〉. Any state in
the perpendicular subspace will be an eigenvector of H̃,
with eigenvalue 0. Hence, if the true ground-state energy
is negative, the optimization algorithm naturally favors
the parallel part, sending α → 1, β → 0. This condition
can always be fulfilled without loss of generality, since
we can always shift the Hamiltonian by a constant to en-
sure 〈ψ‖|H|ψ‖〉 < 0. For the situations investigated here,
we observe that this procedure works quite well, and the
constraint violation (1− |〈P〉|2)/L is consistent with the
order of magnitude of machine precision.

In order to speed up the optimization, it is natural

to contract H̃ into a single MPO. For the purely local
Hamiltonian, as in Eq. (1), the bond dimension is 2. The
bond dimension of these MPOs can be reduced down to 4
(single constraint) and 6 (double constraint) by removing
identical rows63. This can be also checked by performing
a singular value decomposition of the MPO64. As an
additional improvement, it is convenient to block two or
three sites together into a single tensor, depending on the
projector. By imposing the constraint on this new block,
the number of local physical states is d = 3 in the case
of the single constraint with a 2-sites block and d = 4 in
the case of the double constraint with a 3-sites block.
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